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WaveLogic 5 Extreme supports growing virtual connectivity needs in Asia Pacific region

HANOVER, Md.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- The shift to more remote work, school and life in general requires reliable, low latency, and high-performance
connectivity. In response to this growing trend, SUB.CO and its Australian entity APX Partners are teaming up with Ciena (NYSE: CIEN) to upgrade its
Indigo submarine cable, which connects Perth and Sydney, Australia and Singapore.

Key Facts:

SUB.CO and APX Partners’ Indigo submarine cable network spans approximately 9,000 kilometers, has two fiber pairs,
and features new spectrum-sharing technology that allows consortium members to independently upgrade their networks
and increase capacity, as needed and on-demand.

This capacity upgrade meets the critical need for better, more reliable connectivity for consumers and businesses across
Southeast Asia, one of the fastest growing economic regions in the world.

Ciena’s GeoMesh Extreme, powered by WaveLogic 5 Extreme on the 6500 platform, will deliver 500 Gbps single-
wavelength channels speeds across the submarine cable network, providing lower latency, greater scale and increased
economic efficiencies.

To achieve full control of its network without the obligation of managing and maintaining the application infrastructure,
SUB.CO and APX Partners will leverage Ciena’s Hosted Manage, Control and Plan (MCP) software via Ciena Services.
The deployment of the Hosted MCP Software-as-a-Service is a first in the Asia Pacific region. Ciena Services will also be
used for site engineering, installation, testing and end-to-end project management.

Executive Quotes:

“Looking to where the industry is heading SUB.CO is focused on building and operating hyperscale and software defined
submarine cable capacity by fusing dedicated spectrum/fiber infrastructure ownership economics with optical platforms that
will allow us to maximize spectral efficiency, yet be flexible in configuration for all our different customer demands.
Deploying both Ciena’s latest coherent optical solution over a shared spectrum cable and its hosted network management
software in the Southeast Asia region is a key piece of our long-term strategy.”
      - Bevan Slattery, CEO, SUB.CO and APX Partners

“We are working with SUB.CO and APX Partners to execute their long-term vision of delivering a global submarine network
that is reliable, high-performing, and has the ability to support future traffic needs all enabled by our GeoMesh Extreme
submarine network solution, and underpinned by our WaveLogic 5 coherent modem.”
      - Ian Clarke, Vice President and General Manager of Submarine Network Sales, Ciena

About SUB.CO and APX Partners

Founded by industry veteran Bevan Slattery, SUB.CO is a specialist consulting and investment company focusing on assisting the development of
submarine cable projects and potentially investing in specialist projects alongside infrastructure investment partners.

Previous projects undertaken by the management team include Sydney to Guam Cable (PPC-1), Sydney to Los Angeles (Endeavour & AAG),
Singapore to Perth Cable (Indigo West) and Australia’s first transcontinental fibre optic submarine cable (Indigo Central).

About Ciena

Ciena (NYSE: CIEN) is a networking systems, services and software company. We provide solutions that help our customers create the Adaptive
Network™ in response to the constantly changing demands of their end-users. By delivering best-in-class networking technology through high-touch
consultative relationships, we build the world’s most agile networks with automation, openness and scale. For updates on Ciena, follow us on
Twitter @Ciena, LinkedIn, the Ciena Insights blog, or visit www.ciena.com.

Note to Ciena Investors

You are encouraged to review the Investors section of our website, where we routinely post press releases, SEC filings, recent news, financial results,
and other announcements. From time to time we exclusively post material information to this website along with other disclosure channels that we use.
This press release contains certain forward-looking statements that are based on our current expectations, forecasts, information and assumptions.
These statements involve inherent risks and uncertainties. Actual results or outcomes may differ materially from those stated or implied, because of
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risks and uncertainties, including those detailed in our most recent annual and quarterly reports filed with the SEC. Forward-looking statements include
statements regarding our expectations, beliefs, intentions or strategies and can be identified by words such as "anticipate," "believe," "could,"
"estimate," "expect," "intend," "may," "should," "will," and "would" or similar words. Ciena assumes no obligation to update the information included in
this press release, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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